
ThreatConnect Intelligence Anywhere 

Put High-Fidelity Threat Intelligence 
Within Fast and Easy Reach
In cybersecurity, contextual data is important. Contextual data with speed 
becomes everything. Many cybersecurity teams are too far away from the 
critical information they need to make fast and accurate decisions.

ThreatConnect Intelligence Anywhere is a free browser extension for Chrome 
and Firefox. Intelligence Anywhere makes it simple to gain access to the 
knowledge in the ThreatConnect Platform from any web-based interface. It 
gives threat intel producers a fast and easy way to memorialize threat intel 
directly into the Threat Library. Threat intel consumers, like security operations 
analysts, can quickly access the critical intel relating to an Indicator or Group 
with a single click.

Maximize Insights and Efficiency with a Single Source of Truth
The Threat Library is the single source of threat intelligence “truth” for an 
organization. Being able to easily access this common repository of intel and 
knowledge on adversaries from any web-site or web-based console improves 
analyst efficiency and ensures everyone in the organization has access to the 
same insights.

Maximize Collaboration and Break Down Silos
Increase the value of your threat intelligence program by providing each 
member of the security team with a tool to access the knowledge in the 
ThreatConnect Platform. This knowledge then seamlessly integrates into their 
web-based security tool.

Adapt Faster Than Your Adversaries
Defenders must move from reactive to proactive. Threat intelligence teams can 
leverage ThreatConnect Intelligence Anywhere to move faster and capitalize 
on the organization’s threat intelligence and knowledge. The speed of access 
to relevant and signifcant data improves collaboration across teams and decision 
making during investigations.

“ThreatConnect provides our 
security team with a bigger 
picture view and a better 
understanding of the threat 
landscape, so that they can 
better prioritize the actions 
they take to defend the 
enterprise.”

— Security Intelligence Team 
Lead, Financial Services Company 
ThreatConnect Customer

THE CHOICE OF THE GLOBAL 2000

Nearly 200 enterprises worldwide 
protect their organizations with 
ThreatConnect



ThreatConnect enables security operations and threat intelligence teams to work together for more efficient, effective, 
and collaborative cyber defense and protection. With ThreatConnect, organizations infuse threat intelligence and cyber 
risk quantification into their work, allowing them to orchestrate and automate processes to respond faster and more 
confidently than ever before. More than 200 enterprises and thousands of security operations professionals rely on 
ThreatConnect every day to protect their most critical systems. Learn more at www.threatconnect.com.

Learn more at www.threatconnect.com.
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Key Capabilities Improve Time to Value
Natural Language Processing (NLP)
ThreatConnect Intelligence Anywhere automatically interprets and decodes specific MITRE ATT&CK techniques using native NLP.

CAL™ Automated Threat Library (ATL)
A CAL intel feed that aggregates, enriches, and analyzes more than 60 authoritative sources of threat intelligence.

CAL™ Insights
Leverage the global intelligence from CAL™, including classifiers from our analytics, global trends on observed indicators, and analyst 
insights from the ThreatConnect ecosystem.

CAL™ Aliases
ThreatConnect CAL™ translates and disambiguates the aliases of threat actor groups, and extends this information to you in 
real-time via Intelligence anywhere allowing you to stop manually tracking threat actor group names in a spreadsheet.

Leverage the Power of the ThreatConnect Platform
The ThreatConnect Platform operationalizes threat intelligence and knowledge to drive every decision and action faster to maximize 
impact with increased effectiveness, efficiency, better decision-making and strategic collaboration.

The benefits of the ThreatConnect Platform are clear—your security team will move from being reactive, to being proactive, effectively 
using threat intelligence to drive better decision making and more effective actions.
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